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Abstract

Equal access to education is currently very often discussed and many educational programs are designed for children from socially disadvantaged families and or for disabled people. But how are these students studying at universities? Our paper is aimed at the analyses of disadvantaged students’ study including people from socially disadvantaged families, disabled people or young mothers with children. The analysis contains the access of these students to the study, satisfaction with study and school, their living conditions and future plans. We also try to describe students’ behaviour and to identify key problems of their study. The analysis also includes recommendation for universities how to improve the learning environment for these types of students and how to eliminate the problems that are usually invisible for “normal” students.
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1. Introduction

Education is a primary way to reach success, each student should have a chance to excel, both in school and in life. Accessibility of education for students should be one of the goals of education; it should be obtainable for all students, regardless of income, social class, race or disability. The educational attainment is affected by many factors, e.g. socioeconomic status of family, parental education, living conditions, health, etc.

Tertiary education system in the Czech Republic went through a massive expansion during the last twenty years (Mazouch, Fischer, 2011), the increase of university students in the last ten years was by more than 70%. It also increases the proportion of female students (CZSO, 2012). Although the number of students increased, the chances of attainment of tertiary education are not equal. The issue of inequality of access to education has been investigated from the early 1970s, e.g. Sewell (1971). Our paper deals with disadvantaged students’ study including people from socially disadvantaged families, disabled people or young mothers with a child, and shows their study conditions. It can be assumed that the students with one of those disadvantages have less potential for graduating college than “normal” students.

The study conducted by Jencks (1973) showed the relationship among the inequality of level of education, occupational status, job satisfaction and income inequality. Jencks found that
these issues are determined by family background. The social status of the family is determined primarily by parental education. Fischer and Lipovská (2013) showed the intergenerational transmission between parents and their children in the level of education. Cullinan et al (2013) shows the availability of university studies for students from low social class in Ireland.

The second “endangered species” of students are young women with children. There is no evidence about the number of women interrupting their studies due to motherhood in the Czech Republic. And also no analysis about study of women with children at universities is available. The study by Dömeová et al (2010) monitors the demographic situation and motivation for studying of women and men with children. Tiu Wu (2013) shows some selected problems of mothers at doctoral study programs. Previously, motherhood was a significant cause of leaving school, but nowadays women might often return to school to finish their education to improve their position in the labour market (Scott, 1998).

The last analysed group represents disabled students. Nowadays there is no specialized law regulating the education of disabled students at universities in the Czech Republic. However, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports supports some projects for developing of actual needs of disabled students. Riddell et al (2005) discussed the fairness in the distribution of social good and quality of cultural and educational issues in the UK. Hadjikakou (2012) shows the study of disabled students and their satisfaction with support in the UK. They find that participation of disabled students in tertiary education has achieved some progress in the last twenty years. As an example of progress in the Czech Republic, we can mention foundation for the study of disabled students1 or the creation of special centres which support disabled student at universities. Nowadays we can find these centres in various forms at all public universities. These centres are e.g. at the University of Economic in Prague2, at the Charles university3 or at the Czech Technical University in Prague4, which are all of the oldest in the Czech Republic.

This paper deals with the evaluation of study issues of various groups of students with some disadvantage. The analysis includes the access of these students to the study, the satisfaction with study and school, the living conditions, the evaluation of employment opportunities and their future plans. We want to try to describe students’ feelings and behaviour and accordingly identify key problems of their study. We assume that all of mentioned groups of students have worse study condition compared to “normal” students.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Firstly we introduce the survey Eurostudent V as the main data source and used statistical methods. Then we present the results of our analysis. The analysis includes the evaluating of the study conditions of students with any disadvantage. Finally we analyze financial situation of these students including their incomes and consumption expenditures. The aim of this paper is to verify the hypothesis on worse study conditions of disadvantaged students.

2. Data and Methodology

Our research is based on the data from survey EUROSTUDENT V5. This survey was conducted in all EU countries. The main aim of the project is to obtain comparable data on the
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1http://www.vdv.cz/programy/vzdelani/fond-vzdelani/
2http://shs.vse.cz/
3http://www.cuni.cz/UK-60.html
5EUROSTUDENTV was realised within the project Ipn KREDO CZ.1.07/4.1.00/33.0005.
social dimension of European tertiary education. It focuses on the socio-economic background and on the living conditions of students but it also investigates temporary international mobility. The project provides reliable and insightful cross-country comparisons. During 2013, the survey was conducted in the Czech Republic. It was focused on students in all public, state and selected private universities. 95,177 students were addressed in total. The data set consists of 4,664 responses from college students. The data were weighted according to data from the register of students.

The following analysis focuses on disadvantaged students including people from families with low social standing, handicapped or disadvantages people and studying mothers with children. They belong to “endangered species” of students.

The key question to identifying students from low social class is a subjective assessment of the social status of their parents. The question in EUROSTUDENT V was: “Evaluate the social status of your parents and place them on a scale of 0-10, where 0 = high social class and 10 = low social class”. The low class is determined by numbers 8, 9 and 10 for purposes of this paper. We expect that the social class categories are correlated with parent’s education and occupation.

Looking after the children is another important factor influencing the study conditions. In this paper, the mothers with children are represented by women studying bachelor and master studies with at least one child and the youngest child is less than 18 years old. We find out the satisfaction with their study and their financial situation.

The sample of students includes also handicapped students. We focus on their study conditions and problems with study and on their living conditions compared to “normal” health students.

The standard statistical and descriptive methods were used. Because we worked especially with qualitative variables, we used contingency tables and the values of Cramer’s V and Pearson contingency coefficients. If it is not otherwise mentioned, we verify the hypothesis about the dependency at 1% significance level.

3. General Characteristics of Disadvantages Students

The disadvantaged students consist of 1,156 students, which is one quarter of the whole sample. Every mentioned group of students has some specific characters.

Students from families with low social status

The low class consists of 200 students, which is 8% of the whole sample. The social status of the family is perceived as low especially by the students older than 30 years (32.5%) and younger than 21 years (26.5%). The students from families with low social status are most often graduated from vocational schools including lycées (62%) and from secondary school (35%). The subjective assessment of social status of family differs by field of study programs. The students of humanities and arts most often consider their social status as a low (10.1%), on the other hand, the lowest proportion of students who feel the low social status of family comes from engineering field of study (5.3%).

Women with children

Women represent 56% of all respondents. Only 9% women declared that have at least one child less than 18 years old. In most cases, studying mothers most have one child (41%) or
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*All computations were made in the program SPSS.
two children (48%). However, women with three or four children occurred in the sample. The average age of youngest child is about 7 years. An important factor affecting not only the number of children, but also the overall evaluation of the study itself, is age (Cramer’s $V = 0.655$). 83% women with children are older than 30 years, 15% women are between 26 – 30 years, and only 2.2% women with children are younger 25 years. Studying mother with children most often study combined studies at a private college. They prefer schools that are near their place of residence. They also emphasize the employability after graduation.

**Disabled students**

The students could choose one of more type of health or other disadvantage in the questionnaire. The following possibilities were – chronic diseases, psychic problems, physical problems, sensory problems (visual or auditory), learning disabilities (dyslexia, etc.) or other long-standing problem.

There are 13% students with any health disability in our sample. 83% disabled persons study in daily study. The most students deal with psychic problems (30%) and with learning disabilities (28%). On the contrary, least students suffer physical problems (10%).

11% of disabled students evaluate their problems as low handicap. Only 5% students find their problems as great handicap. The psychic problems are the greatest restriction in study for disabled students, sensory problems surprisingly represent moderate problems in study. Almost half of disabled students don’t need any institutional and public support. Disabled students who need some public support answered the question about satisfaction with this support. Students with sensory problems are mostly satisfied compared to students with psychic problems.

4. **The study conditions of disadvantaged students**

The analysis of contingency tables confirms the differences between feelings about belonging to college and particular groups of students ($p$-value = 0.0008, Cramer’s $V = 0.100$).

![Figure 1: Feeling about belonging to college (%)](image)

Source: data from EUROSTUDENT V
Students from families with low social status are not so closely connected to college compared to students from families with high social status. Similarly, women without children feel more to be a part of school than women with children. The good information seems to be that students with any disabilities do not feel excluded from college so much (see Figure 1). Women with small children have less feeling of belonging to college in comparison with other students.

The students answered the question about the satisfaction with some issues of study in college, e.g. the organisation and schedule of study, the quality of education, school equipment, choice of courses or the approach of lectors and study referents. The evaluation of some issues is different between various groups of students (p-value = 0.0007, Cramer’s V = 0.205). Figure 2 shows the evaluation of quality of education in college. Women with children are more satisfied with the quality of education compared to disabled students and students from low social class. On the other hand, women with children are most dissatisfied with the possibility to choose from a wide range of subject. However, it can be caused by smaller choice of courses at private colleges where women with children very often study.

Any substandard conditions of students influence their future plans (p-value = 0.0004, Cramer’s V = 0.095). Some students decide not to continue on the upper degree of study by reason of various considerations. Figure 3 shows plans for further studies of students in bachelor degree of study. Disabled students have a greatest ambition to further study. Only the half of women with children studying in bachelor degree wants to continue in upper degree.
The economic situation of students is one of the reasons for work during the study. The work while studying may be positive activity when it is related to field of study. It could provide practice for students and increase their chances on the labour market. Unfortunately, this survey shows that about many students have work not related to their field of study. The analysis of contingency table confirms the dependency of connection between study and work on the disability of students (p-value = 0.000, Cramer’s V = 0.171). 37% of students from families with low social status have work not at all related to their field of study. The group of women with children has the greatest connection between study and work (35%) in comparison with other mentioned groups of students (see Figure 4).

Figure 3 Future study plans
Source: data from EUROSTUDENT V

Figure 4 Connection between study and work (%)
Source: data from EUROSTUDENT V
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It is interesting to compare the subjective evaluation of future opportunities at national labour market among various groups of students (p-value = 0.002, Cramer’s V = 0.105). The students from low social class family consider their employment opportunities generally worse than other students (see Figure 5). The half of students from low social class evaluates their opportunities at national labour market as good or very good (in contrast to 70% of students from high social class). Women with children find their employment opportunities better than other students.

![Subjective evaluation of opportunities at labour market (%)](image)

Figure 5 Subjective evaluation of opportunities at labour market (%)
Source: data from EUROSTUDENT V

Statistically significant dependency is observed between the assessment the degree of troubles with finance and students’ disadvantages (p-value = 0.0001, Cramer’s V = 0.113. The lower is the social status of parents means higher proportion of students dealing with financial problems. Almost the half of women with children deals with financial problems (very serious or serious). Only 7% of disabled students do not deal with financial problems (Fischer and Vltavská, 2014).

5. **Life conditions of disadvantages students**

Financial situation is a very important issue in students’ life. Therefore we also focus on the structure of students’ incomes and expenditures. The following table shows the structure of financial resources of disadvantaged students. The average monthly amount of money gained from parents, partner or others is almost the same for all the examined groups of students. Women with children have the highest self-income compared to other groups of students (they represent 73% of total their income). Disabled students are more financially dependent on parents or partners.
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7Other incomes originate from a non-refundable student grant, reversing student loan, public sources (pension, allowances) etc.
Consumption expenditures of college students are currently one of the often discussed topics (e.g. in connection with introduction of tuition fees). According to the analysis of variance, the monthly expenditures depend on the social status of families, students’ disabilities and motherhood.

The total amount of expenditures of students of low social class is 11,592 CZK on average, the expenditures of disabled students are 10,367 CZK on average and the expenditures of women with children is 23,644 CZK on average. Women with children are older on average with higher economic activity than other groups of students and therefore it is not surprising that mothers have twice higher expenses than others students (see Table 2).

The costs of university studies are very high for many families today. Food, living, books, transport, etc. – all these issues mean financial burden for students. The highest amount of students are spent for daily consumption and living. The total amount of expenditures of mothers is increased just by expenses on child care and on living.

Table 1 The structure of monthly incomes of students (in CZK)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Students from low social class</th>
<th>Disabled students</th>
<th>Women with children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From parents/partner</td>
<td>3 047</td>
<td>3 536</td>
<td>3 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-income</td>
<td>9 824</td>
<td>6 049</td>
<td>15 662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>1 787</td>
<td>1 362</td>
<td>2 625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14 658</td>
<td>10 947</td>
<td>21 483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: data from EUROSTUDENT V

If we had a look at structure of expenditures according to person who is paying them, we found a significant difference between amount paid by own funds and amount paid by someone else. Table 2 shows this difference.

Table 2 The structure of students’ expenditures (in CZK)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Students from low social class</th>
<th>Disabled students</th>
<th>Women with children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paid by own funds</td>
<td>Paid by someone else</td>
<td>Paid by own funds</td>
<td>Paid by someone else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living</td>
<td>2 466</td>
<td>2 063</td>
<td>1 618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily consumption</td>
<td>1 960</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>1 517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone, internet</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical care</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child care</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture and leisure time</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7 794</td>
<td>3 798</td>
<td>5 672</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: data from EUROSTUDENT V

If we had a look at structure of expenditures according to person who is paying them, we found a significant difference between amount paid by own funds and amount paid by someone else.
else. All students regardless of any disadvantage have higher amount of expenditures paid by own funds, however, the amount of expenditures paid by someone else is still significant. Mothers have the highest expenditures paid by own funds (72%). Almost 50% of expenditures of disabled students are paid by someone else. Regarding to expenditures, we assume that our systems count on (at least minor) financial support from parents.

6. Conclusion

The results of the analysis show that students with any disabilities and students coming from low social class do not feel excluded from college. Their feelings about belonging to the college are not mostly dependent on disability of students or social situation. Disabled students and students coming from low social class also have a greatest ambition to further study. Actually the percentage of disabled students who wish to continue is larger than other students. Women with small children have worse feelings about belonging to college in comparison with other students. Women with children are more satisfied with the quality of education and better evaluation of opportunities on labour market compared to disabled students and students from low social class.

In general, disabled students and student coming from low class have financial problems, and they do not believe in the chances of finding a job but it feels to be part of the school. In the future, educational policy should focus on creating jobs and support for disabled students and students from lower social classes. Schools should promote more the relationship between the practice and these students.

Mothers with children have better financial situation and they are more confident. Mostly they have to study in private school. Public school does not offer distance study so much. Women with children do not feel much support from the school. The solution of this situation would to lie in the increase the number of programs offered in the distance form, more flexible schedule or offer babysitting during the school day. Generally, the colleges would strive to improve the learning environment for all types of students, some problems are invisible for “normal” students without any disadvantage. Some solutions exist, e.g. flexible schedule or nursery school, however there are a lot of other things to improve in future.
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